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Abstract . The flow curves, viz. the curves of stationary stress under steady shearing, are obtained close 
to the glw;s transition in dense colloidal dispersions using asymptotic expansions in the schematic Fii J

-

model of mode coupling theory. The shear thinning of the viscosity in fluid states and the yielding of 
glassy states is discussed . At the transition between fluid and shear-molten glass, simple and gelleralized 
Herschel-Bnlkley laws are derived with power law exponents that can be compuled for dift'erent particle 
interactions from the equilibrium struct.ure factor. 

PACS. 82.70.0d Colloids - 83.50.Ax Steady shear flows, viscometric flow - 83.60.0f Nonlinear viscoelas
ticit - 64 . 70.Q- Theory and modeling of the glass transition 

1 Introduction 

The behavior of dense colloidal dispersions under flow is 
especially interesting at high concentrations, where flow 
interferes with solidification [1,2] . The curves of shear 
stress versus shear rate under steady flow, also called flow 
curves, provide insights into the cooperative part.icle re
arrangements under strong external drive, and may be 
affected by yielding, shear thinning and thickening, and 
flow instabilities leading to heterogeneow; and/or inter
mittent flow [3- 8]. While the interplay between flow and 
freezing into crystalline-ordered states is of interest in dis
persions of rather monodisperse particles, the interplay of 
flow and arrest into metastable and amorphous solids (the 
glass tran::;ition) is of relevance in more complex disper
sions, el;peciaIIy ones consisting of polydisperse particles, 
where (frozen in) disorder frustrates crystal packing [9, 
10]. Flow curves thus can provide in::;ights into strongly 
driven fluids and glasses, because the shear rate can eas
ily be made mnch larger than the internal relaxation time 
TO , and Lhus fiow strongly affects the structural dynam
ics, viz. the strongly cooperative particle rearrangements 
intrinsic to the glass transition. Various phenomenologi
cal formulae have been proposed to describe stationary 
flow curves, like the Cox-Merz rule, the Herschel-Bulkley 
law, and the concept of a power law fluid [2]. Discussion 
of these phenomenologica.l laws starting from a micro
scopic description of a colloidal dispersion is the aim of 
the present contribution . 
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The indicated connection between the glassy dynam
ics and the non-linear rheology of dense dispersions raises 
the question for a unified description of both phenom
ena; see [8] and references therein. A microscopic theo
retical approach for the shear thinning of concentrated 
suspension::; and the yielding of coUoida.l glasses was pre
sented [11,12], which builds on the mode coupling theory 
(MCT) of idealized glass transitions developed by G6tze 
and coworkers [13,14]. This description of the glass tran
sition in a quiescent colloidal dispersion explain. many 
findings observed in especially dynamic light scattering 
experiments on model colloidal dispersions [15- 21], and 
also gives results for the linear response viscoelastic prop
erties, viz. linear (frequency dependent) shear moduli. The 
extension to strongly driven statioIlary states [11], the so
called ITT (integration through transients) approach, and 
its consecutive generalization to arbitrary time-dependent 
state::; far from equilibrium [22] and to arbitrary How ge
ometTies [23], has yielded a nOIl-Newt.onian constitutive 
equation applicable to concentra.ted dispersiolls in arbi
trary homogeneous flows, albeit under the approximation 
that hydrodynamic interactions are neglected. Within the 
theory, this approximation becomes valid close to the gla% 
transition and for weak but non-linear fiows, where the 
slow structural relaxa.tion dominates the system proper
t,ies, and where hyrlrodynamir. interactions only affect the 
over-all time scale. The structural dynamics under flow re
sults from a competition betv.reen local particle hindrance 
(termed cage effect.) al1J Lite coUlpl'eSSioll/stl'etching (i.e. 
advection) of the wavelength of fluctuations induced by 
the affine pa.rticle motion with the flow . 

http://epje.edpsciences.org/index.php?option=toc&url=/articles/epje/abs/2009/02/contents/contents.html
http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bsz:352-opus-107143
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Close to the glass transition, where the strucf.ural re
laxation has become much slower than any other intrinsic 
relaxation process , ITT makes universal predictions that 
Illay be captured in simple, so-called schematic models, 
where Lt few parameters mimic the microscopic input. into 
the rTT approach [24]. These so-called vertices mimic: the 
equilibrium structure factor which would be required to 
solve the complete ITT equations. Some of the universal 
predictions, like the exi tencc of power laws and their ex
ponents, survive the simplifications leading to schematic 
Illodeb and agree quautitatively with the microscopic 11'1' 
results for, e.g. , hard spheres. Results from one of the sil1l

plest schematic models, the FI(;) -lIlodel, have been com
pared to flow curves meaHured in dense dispersions of col
loida l hilrd spheres [25, 10,8,26,27] and in simulations of 
hard spheres and supercooled btnary Lenard-.)ones mix
tures [28,5,29] . The model explained the salient points of 
the flow bebavior of glas8Y systems, like a finite dynamic 
yield stress beyond t.he glass point. It vanishes discontinu
ously when going below the glass transition, where a first 
Newtonian plateau appears in the viscosity, which is fol
lowed by strong shear thinning. 

Asymptotic expansions capture the leading universal 
result~ of the schematic model and a.llow to discuss the 
complete scenario of the IloIl-linear rheology as function 
of shear rate and separaLion to the glass transition. They 
lhereby provide insights into the connect ions between var
ious rheological features as described by ITT. The phe
nomenological la.ws of flow curves can be dbcLlssed. In 

this paper we present the asymptotic solution of the F I(;)
rnodel, thereby supplementing its use when fitting exper
imental data. The model is summarized in Section 2. The 
non-li11ear stability a.nalysis, determining the existence of 
power laws and their exponents is presented in Section 3. 
It is this stability equation which holds in the microscopic 
ITT equations as well, and which provides the link to cal
culate e.g. the exponents appearing in flow cun'es fr01l1 

first principles within ITT. Section 4 discusses the yield 
process, where the structural relaxation is driven by the 
external shearing. Sections 5 and 6 discuss the results for 
the flow curves, which are summarized and brought into 
com parison with experimeuts in Sections 7 and 8. 

2 Schematic model 

2.1 The transient density correlator 

The schematic F I(]) -model coru;iders a single typical den
l:iity cor relator <l>(t) obeying a Zwauzig-Mori equation [241 

1 j.t 
-l,~(t) + 1>(1.) + m(t - -t')~(t')dt' = O. 

. 0 
(1) 

r - I defines the (bare) time scale of the system. A van
ishing memory kernel would lead to an exponential decay 
of the correhltor. The equation of mot.ion is closed by the 
self-consistent approximation 

(2) 

and the normalization 1>(t ---; 0) = 1 - rt. The increase 
of the particle caging is lTlodeled by the increase of the 
coupling vertices Vi ~ O. The parameter "r is the shear rate 
which lea.d~ to a ~train-dependent decay of the memory 
kernel. The parameter 'e: is a scale for the magnitude of 
strain that is required in order for the accumulated strain 
-yL to mat.ter [81. 

For a vanishing shear rat.e, "y = 0, this model has been 
suggested by Gotze [30] and describes the development of 
slow structural relaxation upon increasing the coupling 
vertices V'i' In this case the model shows two transition 
lines_ .1<'01' sllfficienLiy small Vi the non-ergodicity paJ'am
eter J defined by the long-time limit of pet) is zero. By 
crossing one of the transition lines, J becomes positive: 
I = p(t---; (0) > O. It is proved [31] that for et vanishing 
shear rate <l>(L) is completely monotone and J is defined 
by the maximum real solution of J + g(l - 1) = 0 with 
g = m(t --> x) = vd + V2.e . This determines the 
transition lines. Vertices lying on a transition line and 
the corresponding non-ergodicity parameters are denoted 
by V{ and fe . The type-A transit.ion line with f e = 0 is 
gi ven by v~ = 1, 0 ::; v~ ::; 1. By crossing this line f vari s 
continuously. The type-B transition line, where I jumps 
from zero to a finite value f . = 1- >., can be paramet.rized 
by (VI', V2) = ((2>. -1),1)/ >.2 with the exponent. parameter 
1/2 ::; >. < l. At (Vt,v2) = (1,1) t.he type-A transition 
line merges continuoLlsly into the type-B transition line. 

In the following we only consider vertices Vi = vf + liv; 
close to the type-B transition line. Then the dimension
less separation parameter measuring the distance from the 
transition point is defined by 

(3) 

With these definitions the model describes the dynam
ics of an ideal glass-forming system. A negative value for 
c defines a liquid-like state. For c --> 0- an increasingly 
stretched plateau close to ie develops and t.he time scale 
for the final decay to zero depends sen!:>itively on c. A posi
tive separation parameter leads to a glassy state where the 
non-ergodicity parameter is determined to leading order 
by 

( + . - - 2[6 I c - . 0 ,I - 0) - I,· + (1 - le) . -. 
1 - A 

(4) 

A detailed discussion of the quiescent F 12-model can be 
found in [13]. 

For non-vanishing shC'cu' rnt.C's, ~' f 0, because of the 
vanishing long-time limit of t.he memory kernel, also I 
vanishes for all separation parameters. An arbitrary small 
but finite shear rate melts the glass and restores ergod ic
ity. In the liquid state (0: < 0), small shear rates have only 
lit.l.le p.fTect. on I.he d'ynamics. 13111. if I he Lime l:icale ror I.he 
shectr-incluced decorrelation becomes faster than the time 
sca le for the structural relaxation, then the long- time dy
namics is shear dominated ami shows t.he same scaling 
behavior as for the glassy state (c > 0). 

http:lit.l.le


2.2 Flow curves 

In the framework of the schematic model the steady-state 
shear slreSli (1 = "y11, where '(I denotes the viscosit.y, followli 
via integrating up the generalized llhear modulus [10]: 
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we use the algorithm first published in [32] with a grid 
size of N = 256 and an initial step size of h = 10- 6 , see 
also [33] for detai ls. All numerical parameters, which are 
relevant for our work, are ta.bulated in Appendix B. 

a = "y 1°C g(t , "y) dt, (5) 3 Glass stability analysis 

3.1 The equation of motion 
g(t, ,;() = va P2(t) + 'f/ooo(t + 0-). (6) 

The small negat ive quantity 0- in equation (6) ensures 
that the in tegral ill equation (5) includes the singularity 
of the 6-function completely. The quantity Va is assumed 
to be a constant and the parameter TI models viscous 
processes which require no structural relaxa.tion [SI. The 
resulting linear moduli , the storage G'(w) and the loss 
modulus GI/(w) , in the quiescent situation [w'e discussed 
in referenc' [SI. We do not comment further on the Cox
Merz rule for which there is no basis ill the asymptotic 
expansions of the F I(? -model. 

We sketch some basic properties of the flow curves (a 
as a fUllction of ,;() . In the liquid state, because of Lhe 
existellce of 170 = J~';' g([, "y = O)dt, the now curves show 
linear asymptotes for small shear rates and the yield stress 
a+, the zero shea.r liIllit of the stress a+ = ah -+ 0) , is 
zero. A simple Taylor expansion of g(t , ,;/) generalizes thii:i 
statement: a = 1' (rlo + 'f/ ) + Oh3). The Newtoni<tn vis
cosity "10 diverges elt the glw;s transition Rccording to the 
well-known MCT power law, 170 oc IEI- '\' [13] ; see equa
tion (IS) below. In the glassy state, the time scale for 
the shear-induced decay scaJes with l / l,;rI which leads to 
a non-vclnishing yield stress. At E = 0 the yield stress 
jumps from zero to a finite value. For high shear ra tes, 
all flow curves converge to the common linear asymptote 
"y( Va /21' + 1)00) where Va /2r < 'f/o. lIence the model de
scribes the transition from a shear thinning liquid to a 
yielding glass [24]: In the liquid i:itate, the viscosity starts 
ut the plateau value "Iu + "100 for small shear rates a.nd de
cays ruonotonically to a seconci plRteau vulue 'Va /2r + 71 x 

for high shear rates . In the gla~sy state, lhe viscosity di
verges in the zero shear limit. 

2.3 Parameters 

The contribut.ion of the parameter 'f/<XJ is on ly an acicii
tional constanl to the viscosity which is not of interest 
for our work. Hence we choose 7/00 = O. In the following 
we choose for all numerical examples 'V2 = v~ = 2 and 
VI = vt + E(l - f e)/ f e· For TJoo = 0 wc eas ily verify 

(P(c;, 1', le, r, t) = if? (E' 1':1' : Ft) , 

(1( E, "y,ic,F) = Va'YcO- (£, l,:r)' 

(7) 

(8) 

Hence, without loss of generality, we choose units in sHcll 
a way that 'Ye = r = Va = 1 and that t, "y and a are di
mensioulesi:i. For the numerica l solution of the Fi:]) -model 

For small separation parameters and shear rates the cor
relators develop a stretched dynamics loca.ted around the 
critical plateau value f e. The discussion of the dymuTI
ics around this plateau, also called t.he ,8-rela.xation pro
cess [13], is the topic of this section. To derive the equa
tion of motion to leading order in tile separation pa
rameter and the shear rate, we first rewrite the convo
lution integral in equation (1) <1:; fc: m(t - f.1)<P(t')dL' = 

-;A J; m(t - t')cT>(tI)dt' - m(t). Equation (1) motivates the 
expansion 

(9) 

with 9(t) = 0(1[ 11
/ 2 ). The function 9(t) is often called ,8-

correlatol'. By expandillg the memory kernel ill powers of 
"y und neglecting t.he time derivative, we obtain to leading 
order Lhe non-linear stability equation [24] , 

E - c("f ) ('YI/ + A92(t) = i It 9(t - f')9(tl)dt', (10) 
dt u 

with ch) = (1 - A) / A2. Equation (10) has to be completed 
with the initial condition 

9(t -> 0) = c:) - a , 

where the expouent a obeys 

r2(1 - a) = A. 
r(1 - 2a) 

(11) 

(12) 

The time scale to enables one to rnatch equation (11) to 
the microscopic dynamics in the correlators. It has to be 
determinecl numerically by matching lo the full solution 
for <t>(t) frolll equation (1). For [ = () and ';f = 0, the 
power law occurring in equa.tion (11) is a special solution 
of equation (10) and describes the critical decay of cf>(t) to 
f e [13]. Figure 1 shows representative examples. 

3.2 The two-parameter scaling law 

One of the important aspects of 9(t) are its homogene
ity properties [24.] which follow from equation (10). With 
some arbitrary scale [2 > 0 it obeys the two-parameter 
scali ng law 

9(t, E 1') = [2"9 (£ = [2 t: , € = c[2-2a, ' = 1'to[2- (I+a) ) , 

(13) 
with the master function obeying the initial condition 
9(l -+ 0) = (i)-a . Equation (13) allows to define three 

l • 

region~. By choosing [2 = hto I n:a , we obtain h 'l = 1 and 
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Fig. 1. Numerically obtailled transient corrclators </> (t) (Rolid 
lines) for c = 0.01 (red, 1), c = 0 (onmge, 2), c = -0.005 
(green, 3) and E = - 0.01 (blue, 4). All curves were calcula.ted 
with "I = 10- 7

. The clashed lines show the corresponding nu
merically obtained functions l e + (1 - I c)2(j(t). 

f. = =: /='." with the na.tural scale 

(14) 

The liquid region is defined by E « -E~1> where a finite 
shear rate barely distorts Q(t). In the trantiition region, 
Icl « c"y, the dynamical anomalies are the most pro
nounced . The yielding glass region is defined by £ ~ £"1' 

These definitions hold for 1£1 « 1 and Ii'tol « 1, which we 
assume throughout in the following. 

The present two-parameter scaling law bears some sim
ilarity Lo the one presented by Golzc and Sjogren for the 
description of thermally activated processes in glasse [341 . 
In both cases, ideal glass states are destroyed by additional 
decay mechanisms. Yet , the ITT equations and the gener
lJ.lis <l M T equatiolls <li~Fer quali tatively in their <lescrip
tion of the stales at t: ~ O. While the generalised MeT 
there predicts finite Newtonian viscosities, lIT predicts 
yield stresses. Also both mechanisms can appear simulta
neously and then need to be combined [8]. The similar
ity between both !:\vo-pm'ameter scaling laws thus under
lines the universality of the glass stability a.nalysis, which 
is determined by quite fundamental principles. In equa
tion (10), the shear rate call only be a relevant perturba
tion (at long times) if it appears multiplied by time itself. 
Symm0.l.ry rlici.al.es I.1w appeflffl l1Ce or hi.?, because the 
sign of the shear rate must not matter. The fact that shear 
melts the gla:>::; determines the negat ive sib'll of h l.f. 

3.3 The power series ansatz 

Equation (10) can be solved by usin lT a generalized power 
series ansatz 

(15) 

where the exponents u , 1/ and the coefficiellts ex, al obey 

(16) 

·th r. - r(p-u+nv)r{l-'-u+n'v) \ d h 
WI n.n' - r(1+2u+ (n+II' ) v) - /\ an t e other co-
efficients are determined by thr recursion formula a-n>2 = 

1 ",,, - I r -
- -2r. Lll' - 1 1 n-n' 1I.,a71 - 1&.'an ,· 0 . .. - . 

Along the lines of the work [34], we have analyzed all 
possible combinations that solve equation (16) in detail, 
see [33] . Each defines an (ru;ymptotic) series expansion de
scribing the dynamics in a special regime on a special time 
scale. There are four solutions for the liquid region , two for 
the transition region and three solutions describing yield
ing glru;sy dynamics. Here we only presellt a qualitative 
overview contajning t.he leadi llg asymptotes. In the liquid 
region , for short times 9(t) follows (t/tu)-O and merges 
into a second power law -(t/TO)& for intermediate times 
with the von Schweidler exponent b obeying 

r 2(1 + b) = A 
r(1 +2b) . 

The two-parameter scaling law leads to 

TO = fotul=r -r , 
a + b ,= 2ab . 

( 17) 

(18) 

(19) 

The parameter fo has to be determined numerically. With
out. shear, the divergence of TO £1'0111 equation (18) is the 
origin of the divergence of the Newtonian viscosity 

(20) 

where G denotes the shear modulus (elru;tic constant) 
of the glass [81, and f1) is a constant. For long times 9(t) 
merges into the linear fL,;y mptote -I/T"y with 

. _ 2 1 fij-_! 
T.y - 171 d"y) ' (21) 

In the tmn::;ition region, after following (t/ to )-a the func
tion Q(t) merges into the long t.ime asymptote -L/T; . In 
the yielding glass region, 9(t) follow. ' (t/to)-O, arrests on 
the plateau value /c/(l - A) for intermediate times and 
merges into the linear a:;ymptote - t/T.., for long limes. So 
we can summarize that the short- and long-time asymp
totes are common for all E if i' =f 0 is cOl1lmon. Figure 2 
shows an overview of the properties of 9(t). 

3.4 The long-time dynamics 

We briefly present the special asymptotic series expansion 
which is essential to. understand the a~ylT1ptotic behavior 
of the flow curves. Fo.r long times, :- can be neglected 011 

the left-hand side of equation (16). Wc solve the res ulting 
equation by choosing u = 1 and 101 = O. The result can 
be written as ' 

(22) 

http:dic(,a1.es
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Fig_ 2. An overview of the properties of get) (solid lines) for 
the same val ues for £ a.IlU "r (1-4) as in F'igure J. T he dotted 
lineR show the leading asymptotes fo r the cOITe~ponding ti me 
scales: The critical decay (t/tu) - rL (a), t he von Schweidler law 
- (t/Tu)1> (b), the arrest on the plateau value VE/(l - .x) (c) 
and th hear-induced linear asymptote - tiT,,! (d) . T he dashed 
line shows equat ion (22) evaluated to 71 = 3 for al = - 1.39· 103 

(:; = 0). 

2>' - 1 
c=--->. . (23) 

A numerical example for £ = 0 is shown in Figure 2. 
The coefficient al has Lo be determined by matching 

to shorler time scales [24] . It obeys the two-parameler 
scali ng la w 

(24) 

Because of this scaling law, the lion-trivial factor of al 
depends 011 t. he raLio E/E"y only 

This behavior will be crucial in the following as it nables 
us to describe lhe flow curves for sma.ll 1.::1 alld Ittol. Three 
limiting behaviors of al can be determined, by idelltifying 
the ti me scales aL shorter til1les, to which the series from 
equatioll (22) needs to be maLched. 

3.4.1 Liquid 

III the liquid region, the crossover from Lhe von Schwei
dler dynamics to the shear-illduced long-t ime dynamics 
b of importauce. To obtain the appropriate series expan
::;ion deticribing Lhis crossover, we solve equation (16) by 
neglecting € and choosing 0' = - (To) - b and u = b. The 
resultillg natural t ime scale for the crossover process is 

given by Tb = To l ~fTol - tb; to which the long-time se
ries has to be matched. For this , we choose n such thal 
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i = t/T/I> use equation (18) and assume that in th limit 
E/ l ' -- 00 the coefficient il l converges toward some con
stant . We oblain 

where a;- is an appropriat.ely chosen constan t . 

3.4.2 Critical point 

At the glass transition point, equation (25) leacls directly 
to 

(27) 

with Home cons tant a? A rnatclling to the natural time 
scale, where the cros 'over from the critical short-lime dy
namics to the shear-ind uced long-time dynamics occurs, 
leads to the same result . 

3.4.3 Yielding glass 

In the yielding glass region , the in itial decay from the 
platea u /=:/(1 - >.) is relevant. To describe this, equa
tioll (16) can be solved by choosing u = ° <l11d v = 2. The 
resu lting na tural time scale for t he initial decay is given 
by tb = ft/ I";!I. The long-time series has to be matched to 
this time ticale. With the same argument a::; for the liquid 
region , this leads to 

al(E/ E'y ~ (0) = at (to) ' I E I ~h,to l -C, (28) 

where at is another constant. 

4 The yield process 

''''hile ill the previous section, the dynamics of the correla
tor around the plateau f r. was s tudied , now ils subsequent 
decay is studied. This dynamics is called the ex-relaxation 
process in fluids [13], or the "yield" process in glasses un
der ·hear. III this section we derive equations of motion for 
the shear- induced final decay (yield ing) of <P(i.) to zero. 
First we rewrite equation (22) by introducing a natural 
ti llle scale 

g(t) = -[ - L a;,(all-Wr'(bh)-C1L(t)-c,,+l , (29) 
n ~ l 

- t t = -. (30) 
T,,! 

Now we consider equation (1). By rescaling time and 
eli mi nating the short-time dynamics, we obtain 

~(i) - rh(i) + :i li m(i - [/)J>({/)d[1 = 0, (31) 

m(i) = VI(~(f) + ~: <l>2(i) 
1 + ertV ' 

(32) 

(33) 

http:appropria.Le
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Note that ~ uoes !lot dcpcllu Oil "'t. Becn llse -1. is a cOllstnnt 
of order one, we call lleglect the in fluence of E 

(31) 

With t.his, the explicit. dependence on c' Cl lid "'( is elimi
nateu. Equa.tion (29) mot.ivates t.he ansatz of a generalized 
"time-shear-superposi lion principle" 

(35) 
n 

By substituLing this in equaLion (31) we obtain a recur
sively uefilll'u seqnence of in tegl'o-tiifl'cT'{'IlLial equat. ioll s 

(37) 

n 

tftn (i) = L '!>n-n,(i)<1\,U)· (38) 
n'=U 

For short rescaled times we require rP(i ...... 0) = le + 
(1 - l ,Y9(i) , with 9(£) given by equatiou (29). Hence we 
postulatt. 

X(E' ,1') = al(E',"'t) IW , 

<Po(t ...... 0) = le - (1 - l eft, 

(39) 

(40) 

<pn ?, l (i ---+ 0) = -(1 - f e)2a;,(hIT.y) -cn(i)-"" 1 (41) 

Now we ha.ve to show that the postulated short-time 
asymptotes represent solutions of the equations of rno
tions [or t ...... O. For this we use the ansatz (Po(i ...... 
0) = le + aot, <1>n_1 (i ...... 0) = O',,(i) - I'n + l and neglect 

(1f,)2 . FirsL we consider n = 0 and neglect all terms 
of Lhe order (i? The resulLing equation is satisfied for 
arbitrary (.to. Now wc conl:iider n 2: 1. We can write 
- - - - - - 0 - 1 - - ~- -
oJi,,(t) = 21>0(t)1>,,(t) + L:rt'= 1 pn-n, (t)p",(t), where Lhe 
first term is of the order 0) -enH . The sum vanishes [or 
n = 1 and is of the order (0 -c1I+2 for n 2: 2, Cl sub-leading 

term. Hence we can write tft(t ...... 0) = 2<PoU}P .. (i). Simi-

larly, we can show that & J~ L~~\ .,h71 - n , (i-i')<pn' ({')Ji' 
is of the order (0- 0 '11.+2. We substitute these re~;u lts in 
the equation o[ motion and neglect all sub-leading terms. 
Theu the resulting 'quation is satisfied for arbitrary con-

stants (}:". We rernaJ'k that integrals like .I~w)-e"+ ld[' do 
not exist [or n 2: 2/ c, but we can [orrnally defiue object!:> 

like ~ .I~(P)- C1<+ ldi' = Liru6~O 1i .I;~ ... dtl = (t) - cn+1 for 
a rbitra ry n. Such defiuitions were a lso implicitly used [01' 

the stries expansions for the gla.ss ·stability analysis. 
WiLh this we can state: we have deTived it closed set of 

equations for <p,,(i) which, combined with the appropriate 
iuitial conditions, can be solved l'ecW'sively. The solutions 
are noL dependent on E alld "'(. While the form of the cor
rela.tors is lLlodel-dependent, thei r powor law initial decays 
follow from Lhe universal ~tabiliLy equation (10). It will be 

-0.2 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -\ o 

Fig. 3. Numerically determined master fun ctions of the "tirne
shear-superposit.ion principle" (dotted lines) cPo(t) (0) and 
'PI (i) (1) . The soLid lines ~how llumerically oiJtained transient 
density correlators for E: = 0 and 'Y = 10- 7 (red, a), 'Y = 10- 9 

(greell. b) alld -y = 10- 12 (blue, c), plotted (\.<; functions of 
the rescaled time t. The plots demonstrate that the rescaled 
correlators converge to ,pori) for "y ---+ 0, t.he blue curve (c) is 
already quite close to the master curve (0). The dashed line 
shows (T>o(i) + al hl(',pl (i) for = 10- 7 and the salne numer
ical value for al as in Figure 2. T his first-order ex pansion al
ready describes quite well the shear-induced decay of the red 
curve (a). The im;et demonstrates that the rnaster function 
<Pu(t) (dotted line) can be well approximated by the exponell
tial func t ion given by equ(\tion (42) (solid line). The Clll'ves 
overlap completely. 

these power law variations Lhat deLermine the exponents 
in the dependence of the flow curves on the shear raLe. 
We remark that n = 0 reproduces the result shown in [24] 
and for E = 0 equation (35) reduces to the series expan
sion preseuted in [29]. Figure 3 shows numerical results 
for the nlaster functions <Po(t) and 1JI (t) which are con
sistent with our results for the glass stability analysis. We 
also observe Lhat the master [uucLioll 1>0 (E) can be well 
approximated by an exponential fUllct.ion 

(42) 

The time scale to = lc/( 1- 10)2 follows from equation (40). 
For the discu!:ision o[ t he flow curves we are especia lly 

interested in n < 2/c, where [or some finite !5 > 0 the inte-

gral J: (P,,(i)di exists . If we assllme thaL ,b" (E) is bounded 

for all t 2: 6 and all 0 ~ n < 2/ c, then the long-Lime 
limit or 'm" (i') is obvioul:ily zero. Then by analyzing the 
La place trmlsforIl1s of the equations motion, we can easi ly 
show that 

)im <b" (i) = o. (43) 
t ~ 

In addition , we aSSllme [or Lhe following that the decay to 
zero i:; such that <i> .. (i) is illtegrable for a ll 0 5; n < 2/c. 
Then for instanee, the integral 1- J~x <b6(i)di defines the 
critical yield stress at the glass transition poil1L. 



5 Flow curves: asymptotic regime 

5.1 The I\-formula 

The result!;; of the previous sections , especially equa
tion (35) and equation (39), a llow us to derive an aJHL

lytical expression summarizing many aspects of t he flow 
curves. 

For sufficiently small c and 11'1, beCaUS E) of the stretched 
dynamics, the dominant contribution to the integral in 
equation (5) is determined by the final decay of 4>2 (t) from 
t he plateau to zero. Equation (35) and equa tion (39) rep
resent an asymptotic expansion for t he shear-induced fi
nal decay of <I>(t). As demonstrated in Figure 3, t he first 
few low-order t.erms arc sufficient to describe the long
time asymptote, provided that: separation parameter and 
s hc~ar rate arc sllffic:icnt.ly small. \Vc noticc) t hat , hcc:allSC 

of equation (40) and equation (41) the integraIs 

(44) 

exi~ t for n ~ L 2/c J _ = 3 (here l z J _ denotes t.he ma.ximum 
integer number n wi th n < z). Because of the rescaIing of 
t ime in equation (30), t he a;' are then com;taJlt~ . By ta.king 
only the integrable low-order terms into accoun t, we can 
write down an asymptotic formula for the shear stress 

L ~ J -

17 = L 17;' (ad'Wr' . (45) 
n =O 

T he neglected higher-order terms O(lall ~I)f) are sub
dominant. Now we use the two-parameter scaling law for 

al with the choice [2 = I"rto Il ~" and define 

(46) 

for some arbitrary argument x. With the definitions a?, = 
(al(O,1))"17;;', 

_ 2a 
m=--

1 +a' 
, c 

m = 2' 
m=mm', 

we obtain the A-formula 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

ThiH is the centra l result of our work. Equation (50) gener
alizes the results presented in [24] and [29] and summarizes 
many aspects of the fiow curves. 

Equation (50) was obtained by integrating the corre
latons obeying the generalized "time-shear-superposition 
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principle". Their amplitudes depend sensitively on shear 
rate and separation from the glass transition , as could be 
determined from the glass stability ana.lysis . One function 
A(c/c.:,) = at(E/E'fl 1)/ii'1(0, 1) remained capturing th is 
sensitive dependence, and in turn now determines the flow 
curves. In the following we discuss the properties of the 
A-formula in detaiL General requirements for the range of 
validity are 10'1 « 1 a.nd I)'Lo l « 1. The 17~ are constants, 
which for our model are numerically obtained from fits. 

5.2 The I\-function 

The central aspect of our work was to analyze the shape 
of I I(x) which we can determine numericaJly from 9(£). 
This scalar function of one real parameter determines 
the shape of the flow curves wi thin the range of valid
ity of t he A-formula. For instance, the asymptote for 
x --> - describes the How curves in the liquid region 
while t.he a~ymptote for :r -4 00 describes the scaling of 
the yield stress for c > O. We can determine three limiting 
b(~haviors. 

By using equation (26), equation (27) and ellua
tion (28) we identify 

(52) 

11 ,be 
m = 1 - b ' (53) 

A(O) = 1, (64) 

(55) 

We determine .!I~ and A~ numerically. Figure 4 shows 
a.n overview of the properties of t he A-function. A more 
detailed discussion can be found in Appendix A. 

5.3 Discussion of the flow curves 

Figure 5 shows an overview of the numerically obtained 
flow curves and the correspondil1g numerical results for 
the A-formula . While the glass flow curves exhibi t an up
ward curvature only, the fluid curves show a cha.racteristic 
S-shape, where Lhe initial downwa.rd curvature cha.nges to 
an upward one for increasing shear rate. For positive sep
aration parameter~ the rallge of validity of the A-formula 
is given by Icl « 1 and 1)101 « 1. These two requirements 
ensure that 9(1;) describe~ the dynamics of <I>(t) with a suf
fic:ient.ly high accuracy. For sufficiently small negative sep
aration parameters the A-formula is valid in finite ~hear 
rate wi.ndows only, as it does no t reproduce the linear 
a.symptotes for low :;hear rates. We find Cl precise criterion 
for the range of validity later when we discuss the limiting 
cases. 

1n the framework of the A-formula, it is easy to under
stand the mathematical structure of the singular behavior 
of the yield stress a t c = 0: V,re choose some fixed c = ± IEI 
and consickr t,he limit. "[ --; O. Then for x = =:/E"y we obtain 
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Fig. 4. NumericaUy obtained data for 11(:/:) (crosses for x < 0, 
plus signs for x> 0) Clnd the fitted functions ;1 - (x) for small 
negative x (red, 1), 11 ; (x) for large negative x (orange, 2), 
I1 d x) for small positive x (green, 3) and 11 > (:c) for large pos
it ive x (blue, 4), see Appendix A for details. With these fune
tiow,; l1(x) ca ll be approximated for arbitrary arguments wi th 
suffi<;ielltly bigll <.lccuracy. The uotted lili es sbow t be leauillg 
asyrnptotes with the exponents m" and m'. 

x ~ ± x . The singular b ehavior is then due to the differ
ent asympt.otes of 11(1:) for X ---.. ±oc, whiJe 11(:r) itself is 
a smooth fun ction for all x . 

While Figure 5 presents an overview of the flow curves, 
detailed discu~sions of t.he va rious limits are presented 
nex!. . 

5.3.1 Yield stress 

By using equation (55) we obtain a ll as mptotic formula 
for the yield stress which reproduces a result in [24] 

L;;;.r l -
a+(E) = L a;;Em'n. (56) 

n=O 

T he constants are defined by at = a~ (;\~J". Wc deter
mine at = a+(E = 0) by extrapolatillg tbe flow curve for 
E = O. Then we use a /loIl-linear curve fitting to det.ermine 
IT;:- l' The quantity ITt is the dynamic yield stress at the 

tra~~'lsition , abo denoteci by (Tt ; numerically we verify tha t 

it agrees with the integral at = .y .ft'; <i>6(i)dt, ~ implied 
by the time-sheHr superpos ilion principle equation (35). 
Equatio ll (Gfi) d('i;crii>cs t he yield sLlTs:; for sll liicieutly 
slllall positive separat ion parameters, see Figure 6, and 
can be rewritten as 

L " ~ ' J-
a+(c) = a(~ L e:: (c/ E.)m'n , (57) 

'1 =0 

with et = 1. With the choice ct = 1 we ca'! l identify E . = 
(at / (Jt);;;.r as a natural scale for t he separation parameter 
in our asymptotic expansion. To keep in!-licie the range of 
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Fig. 5. Overview of the numerically obtained flow curves (solid 
lines) and the A-formula evaluated numerically (dashed lines) . 
The liquid curves in the upper panel are shown for E" = - 10-.7 

(red , 1), c: = _ 10- 6 (orange, 2), E = _ 10- 5 (green, 3) and 
E = -10 I (blue, 4). The lower panel shows the glassy u rves 
for c = 0 (red , 1) , E = lO- o (orange, 2), E = 10 .4 (green, 3) 
and E = lO- 3 (blue, 4). Crosses mark the points with /E/ = 
E'r' The natural upper boundary for the shear rate, where the 
range of validity of the A-formula is left, is also indicated, see 
equll.t ion (59) . For E < 0, the natural lower limit.s for the shear 
rates described by equation (62) , below which the l1-formula 
does not uescribe the flow curves, are marked by diamonds. 
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Fig_ 6. Numerically obtained curve for the yield stress (solid 
line) . The dashed lines show the corresponding power series 
given by equatioll (56) evalua.ted to first order (red, 1), second 
order (green, 2) and third order (blue, 3). The natural upper 
boundary for the nmge of validity of equation (56) , respectively 
equation (57), is also indicated. 

validity of the A-formula, we have to require lE/ « E •. For 

the constants we obtain <~2 = (a;; /at)E~"n. 

5.3.2 Critical curve 

By using equation (54) , we obtain an asymptot.ic formula 
for the critical flow curve reproducing t he reslllt~ shown 

http:asymptot.ic
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Fig_ 7_ Numerically obtained flow curve for 1': = 0 (solid line). 
T he dashed lines show the corre~pouding power s r ies given 
by equatiolL (58) evaluated to first order (red, 1) , secolLd or
der (green, 2) and third order (blue, 3). The natw-al upper 
boundary for the range of validity of equat ion (58), respec
tively equation (59), is also indicated. 

in [24] and [29], the generalized IIerschel-Bulkley law: 

L;f.-, J-
ar E: = 0, "y) = L a?'hto] ",1I - (58) 

,,=0 
W determine the constants directly from the fitted val
ues for a~ by using a~ = a~(A+ )" . We observe that [or 
E: = 0 equation (58) describes the How curve correctly [or 
snfficiellt.ly small shnilr rates, snn Fig1!n' 7. Equ Fl.t ion (riR) 
can be rewritten as 

L;f.-, J-

a(E: = O,-y) = at L enh·Ff.]"'''· (59) 

With the choice Co = Cl = 1, we can identify a: = a8 as 
t,he Til ical dynamic yield slTess and "y. = (lo)-I(a81(J'~) f.: 
defines Cl. natural scale for the shear rates in our asymptotic 
ex pan::>ioll [8]. To keep inside the range of validity of the 
lI-formulCl., we have to require hi « 1-. For the consLa nts 
we obtain C1L~ 2 = (a?ja8)(-Y.lu)Tfm 

5.3.3 Liquid 

Equation (52) leads us to a formula for negative separation 
parameters: 

L;';-' J-. 
a(c« -c'y ,-y) = L (_ 1)"a;;- IElm "n h1.ul - ttm

, (60) 
11,-=0 

m" m=- . 
I 

(61) 

We determine the constants directly from the values for 
ag by evalmtting a1~ = a~ (II~,)""' . We observe that [or suf
ficiently small ~eparation parameter::;, equation (60) de
scribes the flow curve~ correctly in finite shea.r rate win
dows where the flow curves are located close below the 
critical yield ~ treS!:i va.lue, sce Figure 8. 
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Fig. 8_ Numerically obtained flow curve for c = -10- 9 (solid 
line). The dashed lines show the corresponding power series 
given by equation (60) evaluated to first order (red , 1) , second 
order (green, 2) and third order (blue, 3). The shear rate with 
f.: = -f.: ' ( is ma.rked by a cross. The natural lower lirrLit i'min 
for the shear rate defined by equation (62) is marked by a 
diamond. A fitted regular Taylor expansion to t.he order "r~1 for 
the region below l'min is also included (dotted line) . We remark 
that we need extremely !:illlall " iU'1C.I i' to verify equation (60) 
numerically. 

A necessary criterion for the validity of equat.ion (60) 

is that the matching time Tb ()( 1£11'6 htol- 6 lies in
side the range of validity of the non-lineal- titability equa
tion, see equation (10). This criterion hi eq uivd.lent t,o the 
titatelllent that 9(0 converges t.o the long-time asymptote 
-tiT") under the condition 19(1.) I « 1. Thh; considera
tion leads to lower limits [or the shear rates, below which 
the A-formula does not. describe the How curves. They are 
mm'ked by diamonds in Figure 5 and Figure 8. The re
quirement. Tb « Tt leads to hi »~'IrIilL' with 

. ( ' t )-l(~) _cl l I' I mill = TU 'O I /, E: . (62) 

Below this limit, a regular T,~ylor expansion holds which 
is also shown in Figure 8. 

5.3.4 Yielding glass 

Another interesting aspect is that [or E > 0 we observe 
numerically a lineal' regime for small shear rate~ 

(63) 

This result enables u~ to identify the next-to-Ieading-order 
asymptote of the A-funclion [or large positive a.rgumenb, 
see Appendix A. With this we cun predict. a ~caling law 
for the coefficient al for small E 

I - m 
(=-- -. 

m 

(64) 

(65) 

These formulae are consistent with our numerical results 
shown in Figure 9. Note that equation (63) defines a func
tion which is not. analyti c: in -y . 
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Fig. 9. Numerically obtained flow curves from which the yield 
stress is subtracted (solid lines) for E = 10- 7 (red, 1), E = 10- 6 

(orange, 2), E = 10- 5 (green, 3) and:: = 10- 4 (blue, 4) . Crosses 
mark the points with E: = E ~ . The dottcd lines show the fitted 
linear functioll~ 0111'1- The inset demonstrates that the fitted 
coefficient~ (crosses) obey 01 ex: E (solid line) for sufficiently 
small c. 

5.4 The pseudo power law 

For E < 0 we observe that loglo (0") as a function of loglo (-'/) 
shows an inflection point defined by 

d
2
(loglO(a)) = O. 

d(loglO (t))2 
(66) 

Obviously, this statement is also true for any (toy) model 
which shows shear thinning. But then in some fillite shear 
rate windows the flow curves can be approxima.ted by the 
correspollding inflection t.angents . The slopes p of the in
flection tangents can be interpreted as exponents occur
ring in some pseudo power laws 

' 1' "t . (67) 

Figure 10 shows some examples . We observe that the nu
merically evalnated /I-forruu la abo describes the neigh
llOrhood of the illflectioll point corredly for sufficielltly 
sIl1all E . As shown in the plot, in this region -t:"'r < t: < 0 is 
satisfied, hence the A-function can be described by equa
tion (A.5) , see AppendL,( A for details. By sLLbstituting 
equation (A.5) in equation (50), we see that the resulting 
formula does 1I0t represent a real power law of the type of 
equation (67). 

We conclude that, in the framework of our asymp
totic expallsion, there is no real exponent p. Equation (67) 
it) a trivial artifact of the double logarithmic plot of the 
flow curves which thell necessarily show inflection points 
for an model describing shear thinning. Rather, the flow 
curves Oil the fluid side exhibit a characteristic S-shape. 
While this shape is rather apparent when plotting stress 
as a fUllctioll of shear mtc, plotting the same data as vis
cosity as a function of shear rute hides it. The vertical 
axis gets appreciably stretched, and rulillg out the pseudo 
power law becOlllcs 11iore difficult. usillg experill1ellta l dat Cl.. 
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Fig. 10. The upper panel shows the numerically obtained Row 
Cllrves (solid lines) for E = _ 10- 3 (red, 1) , E = _10- 2 (green, 
2) and E = _10- 1 (blue, 3). The dotted lines show the cor
responding iuflection tangents, with exponents 11 = 0.16, 0.35, 
and 0.63 from left to right . The dashed line shows the nu
merically evaluated Il-formula for E = _10- 3

. The shear rate 
with = -E"\ i~ marked by a cross. The lower panel shows the 
corresponding results for the viscosity. 

6 Flow curves: intermediate regime 

The correla,tor <1>(0 from eqllation (31) determines the 
structural contribution to the stationary stress, where 
microscopic, i ni tictl-decay- rate-r -dependent contri butions 
are neglected. It contains the complete structural dynam
ics on time scales longer t.han to, and starts out with the 
critical power law according to equations (9) and (11). 
Expansion (35) captures its behavior for rescaled times 
{ » ,j£i on ly, becaust! the power series (22), on which ex
pall!:lioll (35) is based, at this scale crosses over to expan
siow:; on shorter time scales; the matchings are discussed 
ill S 'C tivIl 3.4. Tile divcrgencc of t he cxpullsion cOCtfiCiCllts 
cPll(l) for i --.. 0 thus is only apparent, and becomes cut 
off at t = O(ve:;) . 

Let uS define a. correlator J>(t), where the (dominant) 
divergent initial varia.tions are subtracted: 

J>(i) = ~(i) - (1 - 1c)2 ,j"Et9(il,j"Et) e(1 - i ), (68) 

where 9 is the series from equation (22) valid for VG « 
t « 1, only. The new correlator possesses a.n expansion like 
equHl.ion (3f)) wit h (·of>ffidenl. functions cP" (t) that behave 
more regularly at short rescaled times. It thus can be inte
grated over rescaled time t. The Heaviside step function in 
equation (68) serves a;; remembrance that the series (22) 
only describes the initial variation of the yield scaling func
tion ;Po The sum 

~(i) = cP(i) + (1 - 1c)2 ~9(i/~) e (1 - i), (69 ) 

where now the complete ,B-correlator 9 from equation (10) 
is taken, thus describes the solutioll of equation (31) down 
to its limit of validity, htol « i. 
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Fig. 11. Critical flow curve:; [or three dif['crclIL trallsitiolls and 
exponent parameters >- rescaled uSing the critical yield stress 
er: <lllll the scale 1. to agree with the Herschel-Bulkley law 
from equat.ion (71) with exponents rh = 0.200 (>- = 0.976, red , 
label I) , r'h = 0.489 (>- = 0.707, grc(;II . label 2), alld 'rh = 0.542 
(>- = 0.577 blue, label 3); curves 2 and 3 are shifted upwards 
by ~ and 1, respectively. Solid lines are t.he numerical flow 
cur';es , dotted lilies the generalized Herschel-Bulkley law from 
equaUulI (5Y) wbicb holds for ~( < "y., and dashed lines give 
eqllation (71) which holds for"y ~ "y •. The inset shows the mul
tiplied dorivatives 1'1- ,1, der /d~i, where the corresponding scales 
1. are marked . 

In the limit of small shear rates, l-rtol « 1, the stress 
froIll equation (5) using this rewriting of it becomes 

a= ~ 1 (1)(t)+(1 - fc)\/EiQ(il ~)e(1-t))2di 

j .oo 11 I ,;e::; 
=~ <[>2 (i)di+ha c-y Q(i)di + O(c~/2), (70) 

. 0 0 

where i = il j6.;; the constant abbreviates ha = 2~ j~ (1-
fJ2. 

The result just obtained agree~ with equation (59) in 
t.he ilsympt.ot.ic limit. -'y O. This holds because the scaling 
fUllction Q Cl) diverges for IOllg rescaled times i, and thus 
the bchavior of the second integral in equation (70) at the 
upper limit, which shifts to infiuiL-y in this case, gives the 
leading contributiolls. Yet. the scaling [unctioll Q remains 
closc to zero for rescaled times t, which correspond to the 
region whEre the full correlator stays close to tb.e pIa tea.u 
fe; see Figure l. For not too slllall shear rates, which we 
estimate based OIl equation (59) by 1"11.2: "to , the second in
~egral in equa.tioIl (70) thus does lloL depend Oll -'y, and we 
derive a Herschcl-Bulkley law for intermcdiate shear rates 

er(· . « 11'1« r, c = 0) = 0-0 + ad"rLul'h + O(l-'rlol:lrh/2), 
(71) 

with constallt amplitudes 

j
.llVE,: 

0-1 =ha 9(i)di. 
, u 

Thr. constant 0-0 is not the aetmd yield stress, (T~ , 

which b obtained 1Il the limit of vaJlishing shear rate, 
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Fig. 12. Reduced flow curves for a core shell dispersion at 
an effective; VohllllC fraction of (j)df = 0.580. Here RN denotes 
the hydrodynamic radius and Do the self diffusion coefficient of 
the colloidal particles; kfJ l' is the thermal energy. The solid line 
(red) shows the result for the fitted F;i")-model with 'tI2 = 2.0. 
The fitted parameters are: <: = - 0.00042 , I'· = 0.14, v" = 
70kn1'/Rrl . r = 80Do/R?i and ""00 = 0.394knT / R H Do. The 
dashed line shows the correspoll.diIlg result for the !I-formula. 
The dotted line shows the inflection tangent of the numerically 
determined flow curve with a. slope of p = 0.12. The iIll;et shows 
the corresponding results for the viscosity. 

a-"- = erb -+ 0), but is larger, because ciio(i) remains 
longer close to the plateau value fe thrill <Po (i) , which 
enter~ in the definition of a+; this follows because <l>u (i) 
la.cks the initial term linear in i. 

Figure 11 verifies the Herschel-Bulkley law for three 
differcnt exponents in = l~a' obtained by choosing three 
diH'crellL rlas~ tram;ition poillts dl<.Lractcrizeu hy uiH·cn~llt 

exponent p~trameten; >- introducecl in Section 2.1. The ex
ponent 7?l va.ry by almost a factor of 3, a.nd the wiudow in 
shear rates, where equation (71) holds, shifts appreciably 
with >-. The plot of -'yl - ,itda Id'" versus shear rate shows an 
(almost) const,ant plnt-ca.ll in the -'y-window, whcre equa
tion (71) holds. 

7 Comparison with experiments 

Figure 12 a.nd Figure 13 show experimental data recently 
obtained by Siebenbi.irger et at. [35J on polydi~perse dis
persions of thermosellsitivc core shell particlcs [lOJ . In a.ll 
cases stationary sLates were achieved after long enough 
shearing, proving that ageing could be neglected even for 

gla~sy ::;tates. Along the lilies of the work [8], the F1(i) 
model was llsed to fit both the now curveS and the lin
eal' viscoelast.ic moduli simultalleously, which strongly re
stricted the choicc of fit pa.ralllcters. Here we only show 
two representntive resulb for the How curves, comparing 
the asymptotic results. 

Figure 12 showti the result for a liquid-like How curve 
where the A-formula holds for approximately four decades, 
The pseudo power law resulting from the inflection ta.n-
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Fig. 13. Reduced flow curves for it core shell dispersion at 
an effecl ive volume fracti on of dJ,.fr = 0.629; quantiti ' . de
fined ill the caption of figure 12. The soLid line (red) shows 

t.he resnlt for the fitted F ;i'J-rnodel with V2 = 2.0. The fitted 
parameters are: c = 0.000021, r e = 0.16, Va = 115ku1'/ Rr" 
r = 120Du/ R~I and 7)00 = 0.431koT / RH Do. T he dashed line 
shows the corresponding result. for the A-formula. The dot. 
ted line shows the fitted Herschel-Bulkley law given by equa
tioll (71) with the i:lIlHly tica lly cakulated eXpOllclIt rh = 0.489. 

gent of the flow curve holds for approximately two decades 
within the range of validity of the A-formula. 

Figure 13 shows the result for a flow curve, where a 
sll1a.ll positive tiepl.lration parameter was necessary to fit 
t.he flow curve and the liJleUr viscoela~tic moduli simult.a
neously. The data fall below the fit curves for very small 
shear rates, which indicates the existence of an additiollal 
decay mechanism lIeglected i.n the present approach [8, 
35]. Again, the A-formula describes the experiment.al data 
correctly for approximately four decades. For higher shear 
rates, the Hen;chel-Bulkley law given by equation (71) call 
be fitted in a window of approximately two decades. We 
have derived equation (71) for E = 0, nevertheless the 
fit is possible for two reasons: In the present case, the 
separation parameter is sufficiently small , and for higher 
shear rates t.he E-dependence of the flow curves becomes 
negligible. 

8 Conclusion 

III the present work we have anulyzed the shear flow Iw
bavior of dense colloidal dispersions in the framework of 
the schematic F1(i) -lllodel based on the mode conpling 
theory. Thi~ model describes the tran~ition from a shear 
thinning liquid to a yielding glass [24]. While in the liquid 
state the steady-state shear stress decays linearly to zero 
for Sll1a 11 shear rates, in the glassy state the shear stress 
arrests on a finite dynamic yield stress value in the zero
shear limit.. In the liquid , thus, a. linea.r response regime 
characterized by a Newton ian viscosity exists. The vis
cosity diverges at the glass transition according to eqlH1-

tion (20) [13], and carries a regular shear-rute- dependent 
corredioll or order 1,2. The glass, on the other hand, never 
exhibits a regular linear response in shear mte. For high 
shear rat.es the shear stress depends linearly on the shear 
rate for both cases. 

Close to the glass transition and for small shear rates, 
we studied the lIlodel using a,<;ymptotic expansions. The 
derivation of a quite general asymptotic formula summa
rizing many w'pects of I,he flow curves, viz . the steady
stale shear stress as a function of t.he shear rate, was the 
central result of our work. This formula provides Cl deeper 
underst anding of the i:ihapes of the flow curves. The scal
ing of the yield stress and iti:i singular behavior at the 
glass transition point can eas.ily be obtained by studying 
special asymptotic limits . The yield stress (TT jumps dis
cont.inuously from zero in the fluid \.0 a finite value at the 
gla<;s transition, and grows wit.h the power law series from 
equation (57) deeper into the gla.ss . For all st.ates (deep) 
in the glass, the stress increases (non-analytically) with 
the absolute value of the 'hear rate, sec equation (63). At 
the glass t.ransition point our formula reduces to the gen
eralized Herschel-Bulkley law equation (59) known from 
previous studies [24] and [29] . We have also demonstrated 
in Figure 10 t.hat the apparent power law behavior of the 
flow curves, 01' of the viscosity, in the liquid state for in
terrnediate shear rutes is only an artifact of the inflec
tion point occurring in a double 10gcu'ithl11ic plot. This 
inflection point necessarily occurs for any model iJlcluding 
shear thinning. The Herschel-Bulkley law of equation (71), 
which holds in a window of intermediate and not too small 
shear rates, should be quite accessible experimentally. Im
portunt.ly, the l".xpollcnlrn is connected to other exponents 
characterizing the rnaterial properties, and can thus be in
terred from other measurements. Also , it can be calculated 
using equation (12) from first principles start ing with the 
particle interactions and llsing mode coupling theory [13] . 

In previous studies, t.he F1<;) -model was slIccessfully 
applied to describe experimenta.l data. for both the steady
state shear stres:; and the lillear viscoelasticity, sec [8] 
and [10]. As shown in [29] and [5], the model also de
scribes simulation da!.a for the steady-state shear stress 
with Et high accuracy. Recently, the Herschel-Bulkley law 
of cqm1tion (71) with the prcdicted cxpollcnt riiHS = 0.473 
wah observed ill experiments on dispersions of colloidal 
hard spheres [27]. However, only the recent experiments 
of Siebellbiirger el al. [35] provide access to shear ra.tes 
and distances from the glass transit ion points which are 
sllfficienl,ly smltll 1'01' a (.~. t of om as,YmpLol.ic description 
of the flow curves. Our asymptotic forrnulae describe these 
experimellts successfully in shear rate windows of several 
decades. Especially, the pseudo power law is clearly ob
!:iervable in the experimelltal data. 
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cro~ses are numerically obtained data for 1\(1:). The two upper 
paneb show linear fits for small Ixl. The left lower panel ShOWil 

the power law for x -> - with the fitted exponent ~. The 
right lower panel shows for x -> 00 t.he fit with the analytically 
calculated exponent C. 

Appendix A. Discussion of the I\-function 

In this section we presellt some numerical results for the 
next-to-leading-order asymptotes of A(x ). For negative 
separation parameter~ , we have identified 

A(x -+ - 00) = -A.;;, lxI7l1
" + A~ll: I - (, (A.I) 

Jl(x --> 0- ) = 1 + A~x, (A.2) 

with an empirical exponent ~. Inspired by this , we have 
found that 11(.1;) can be well approximated by using the 
ansatz 

A(x < 0) = {A :; (X), 
- A:::: (x), 

Ixl > x, 
0 :::; Ixl :::; x, 

(A.3) 

N 

A;(x) = - A.;;,lxI7ll" + I: Jl;,lxl-(''', (A .4) 
n=l 

N 

A::::(x) = 1 + I: A;;x". (A.5) 
11,= 1 
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N 

A+(x) = A+ xTll
' + ~ Jl (:1,: -(n > ~ n ) (A.IO) 

n=l 

N 

A~(x) = 1 + I: A~xn. (A.ll) 
fL = l 

Again, we choose N = 3 and determine A~, and A;t by 
non-linear curve fittings . The fact that we obtain simi
lar fitted values for A;:- and A;:;: is an indication for Cl 

smooth behavior of 11( :c) <Lt x = O. With the presented 
formul ae we are able to describe A(l;) [or a rbitrary argu
ments. Figure 1\ alld Figure 14 slilllilltil'ize the results for 
the A-function. 

Appendix B. Numerical parameters 

The numerical values for the parameters, which are rele
vant for our work, are summarized in Tables 1-4. 

Table 1. The parameters for the schematic Fj(j)-model. Wc 
have chosen V2 = 2.00. The tim cales tu , To and To were cal
culated nurnerically. All other quantities were calculated ana
lytically. 

1' ~ 0.1128 A 0.707 tu 0.426 To 0.240 

V2 2.0[) (l 'r) 0.586 TO 1.71 G~, . 0.0858 

f ,' 0.293 l ' 0.595 to 0.586 

Table 2. The numerical values for the exponents. The expo
nents C and ( were first ident.ified numerically. III addit.ion, an 
analytical expression could be verified numericaLly for C which 
was used to calculate it. All other exponents cou ld be derived 
analytically. Hence we can state that these exponents aud ( 
are only dependent on the exponent parameter A, in t his sense 
they are universal. This statement could not be clearly verified 
for c. 

(1, 0.324 rh 0.489 C 1.75 

b 0.629 Tn" 2.32 c 1,48 

0.586 m I 0.293 c 

'Y 2.:34 rn O.l 'l:l 

Tit 0.993 The COl1l:;tallt X is defined by A( - X) = O. We obtain X ~ 2. 
We choose r = 3 aud determine JI~ and A;;: by non-linear 
curve fittings. For positive separation paJ'ameters, we have 
identified Table 3. Numerically determined amplit.udes for the lead-

A(:c - ) 0+) = 1 + Jlix , 

A(x -t ) = A~xm' + A~x-< . 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

In addition. by using equation (63) we have identified 

I-m 
(= --- . 

m 
(A.S) 

Inspired by these results, we have found that A(x) Can be 
well approximated by 

ACt) = {A ; (X), 
A~ (x), 

x> 1, 

O:s: x $ 1, 
(A.9) 

ing asymptotes and the empirical correction t 'nns for the JI
function . The fact that wc obtain simili.lr fit.ted values for JI;, 
and 1I;t' is an indication for et smooth behavior of I I(x) at x = O. 

r OG 0.104 11 + 
"" 

1.20 11 -
j 0.348 

A< 
l 1.81 A' 1 0.165 AT 0.347 

A~ - 1.21 A' 2 - 0.110 ;\;- -0.0649 

II~ - 1.00 JI~ 0.0418 ;\+ 
2 - 0.0653 

/13' 0.0146 

111 0.00964 
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Table 4. Numerically determined amplitudes for the flow 
curves. The only fitted parameters are (1-;; from which the other 
quantitie; were calculated . 

... 0.0148 0'8 0.0148 0'0' 0.0148 0'0 
(J+ 

I 0.0591 a? 0.0495 a; 0.00517 

0"2 0.222 a~ 0.155 (J:; 0.00169 

0':; 0.598 a~ 0.350 a:J 0.000399 

c+ 
2 U.941 C2 0.936 

c+ :1 0.635 C:l 0.632 

" U.00887 ~I' 0.OU0506 
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